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Outline of the Talk
• AdSpam team at Google
Why we care about interactive data analysis
• PowerDrill UI: internal web-app to slice & dice data
• High-level properties of PD Serving
scaling from millions to billions of records
• Key ingredients, comparison to other backends,
algorithmic engineering “tricks”
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Google‘s Keyword Targeted Ads
Search for „trendmode“

AdWords ads /
Sponsored links

• Free search results are independent of ads shown.
• AdSense: earn money by showing Google ads on your own web-page
e.g., a cycling page would show adds for bicycle stores
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Click Fraud versus Invalid Clicks
Click Fraud
Clicks that are generated with a
malicious or fraudulent intent.
- Competitor clicking
- Clicking on ads on own page

All Clicks

Invalid
Clicks

Click Fraud
Attempts
Click Fraud

Invalid Clicks
Clicks on AdWords ads that
Google does not charge its
advertisers for (e.g., double-click
on an add).
(Click fraud is only one of
several reasons for not
charging.)

Note: Diagram is optimized for readability and not drawn to scale.
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Google’s Multi-Stage Click Fraud Protection
PROACTIVE (<10%)
e.g double clicks, crawlers,
suspicious clicks

Note: Diagram is not drawn to scale.

Clicks

Discard
invalid clicks

e.g. advertiser credits

Reactive Investigations
(manual)

Discard
invalid clicks

e.g. publisher
terminations,
click ring detection

Offline Analyses
(automatic & manual)

Online Filter
(automatic)

Clicks

Clicks

REACTIVE (<0.02%)

Valid
Clicks

Discard
invalid clicks
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AdSpam: Interactive Data Analysis
AdSpam team provides online filters to catch “invalid clicks”
Typical analyses:
• Manually check set of suspicious clicks
• Slice and dice the data, look at various metrics

Goals:
• Review: quickly decide whether clicks are invalid
• Filter development: research new filter ideas
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PowerDrill UI
Google internal web-app for easy slicing and dicing
• Shows charts e.g., clicks over time, top ten countries, …
• Interactive way of restricting the data set
PD logs (Google internal queries)
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PowerDrill UI
Each chart
Restriction

-> SQL “GROUP BY” query
-> WHERE statement

On every interaction
• Send SQL queries to the backend
CSV, Dremel, PD Serving, RecordIO, …
• Backend processes SQL on suspicious click data

Needs to be super fast on billions of records!
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Column-stores
Basics
• Highly tuned systems to eval SQL queries (analytics)
• Data stored per column, not per row (like most OLTP)
• Access less data per query, fast scans

Commercial Systems
• Hana
– OLTP and OLAP in one
– In memory – suggested server-size up to 2TB ram

• Exasol
– Leader in many of the TPC-H benchmarks

• …
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Column-stores At Google
Dremel
• Streams from disk
• Petabytes of data, millions of tables
• Thousands of light-weight servers
• Fast for 100s of millions of rows
PD Serving NEW
• In memory – as much as possible
• Few selected data-sets
• ~1500 servers, 4.5 TB ram
• Scale to 10s of billions of rows
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wired.com
“Google Crunches One Trillion Pieces of Data With Single Click”
Appeared August ‘12 www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/2012/08/google-trillion-pieces-of-data/

Contains nice summary of this VLDB article
“Dremel is designed to analyze many different datasets,” says
Tomer Shiran, […], “but this new system is optimized to run in
memory, and that means you can achieve really, really low latency.”
[…]
“If you have, say, four datasets that are central to your business,”
Shiran says, “this is where you would store them.” The system uses
various compression techniques, he says, to pack as much data as
possible into memory.
Thoughts:
• Obviously, Google cares about more than four datasets
Dremel: disk based, petabytes of data, millions of tables
• OTOH, AdSpam analyses: mostly with two huge (logs) datasets
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My Wife…
… after reading the wired.com article wonders
about 1 trillion cells per click:
“This only worked once, right?”

Hmmm, where’s the faith?
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Reality
• Heavily used within AdSpam since 2 years.
Single user after a “hard day’s work”: up to 12k queries

• Used primarily on 2 major datasets
• Typically a single mouse click triggers 20 SQL queries
• On average these queries process data
corresponding to 782 billion cells
i.e., frequently > 1 trillion cells
• Return in 30-40 seconds (under 2 seconds per query)
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Remainder of the Talk
• Comparing existing backends (latency, mem)
• Basic data-structures
• Optimizations / algorithmic engineering “tricks”
Stepwise discussion of effects of optimizations

• Performance in practice
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Comparing Existing Backends
• CSV files (comma separated values)
Compute stats by iterating over a csv-file; scan whole file line-by-line

• RecordIO files
Google binary “record” file-format; scan whole file record-by-record

• Dremel
– High performance Google internal column store
– Columnwise storage: full scan of data, but only necessary columns
Latency in milliseconds
Q1

Q2

Q3

Memory in KB
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

CSV
RecordIO
Dremel
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Basic System
Columnwise storage, per field store:
• Dictionary: occurring values <-> int “ids”
• Represent the actual data as list of such ids

Latency in milliseconds
Q1

Q2

Q3

Memory in KB
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Dremel
Basic
Q1 Top countries
-> 5 mio times
counts[countryId]++

Q2 Count & latency / day Q3 Top tables
pre-computed date(..)
WHERE restriction
many values / ids

Q4 Top tables
no WHERE
many values / ids
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Reduce Memory Footprint

Goal: billions of rows in memory
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Compression Savings per Step
Savings (per step)

Basic (compared to Dremel)

-11% – 34%

Chunks (partitioning)

-16% – 0%

Optimized storage of int ids

11% – 99.5%

Optimized dictionaries (trie)

0% – 78%

Snappy

29% – 49%

Reorder

16% – 55%
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Performance
• Latency
Reduced from 7-48 seconds to 7-260 milliseconds

• Memory
From 27, 60, 90 MB down to 35KB, 12MB, 5.6MB

– Average response time low # of seconds
– 92.41% of records skipped
5.02% served from cached results
2.66% scanned
– 70% of queries fetch no data from disk,
96.5% less than 1GB (overall)

Latency in secs

• In production, on average

Data from disk in GB
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Outlook
Next big topics for our team
• Moving beyond AdSpam
• Cover more use-cases across Google
currently at 1700 monthly users
• Go after faster dashboards with < 1s response time
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